
Contract Management 

HOW TO 
RESOLVE 
CLAIMS 
A way of analysing and resolving 
claims in complex projects with 
multi-cultural diverse teams.
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What you will learn about 

claim solving 
• Background and 10 step process 

• How to analyse a claim 

• Strategy & Tactics 

• Resolution Planning 

• Team & Roles 

• Negotiation & Settlement 

• Dispute Resolution

The first thing to do is to create a common understanding about 
claims and how they play a major part in our professional life and 
in our personal life. There are many methods and books about how 
to analyse and resolve claims, we have blended various 
methodologies and techniques into a unique training course which 
is aimed at resolving complex claims in a team environment. 

A 10 step process provides a structured approach from start to 
finish. One of the key succes factors in claim management is a 
common understanding of the process which shall be followed. 
Many people believe that they are reasonably good contract 
managers because they have in depth (technical) knowledge of 
the issue(s) but in reality claim resolution requires also strategic & 
tactical thinking, understanding of human behaviour and cultural 
differences. 

Claim resolution can be a high stress environment and good team 
work is required which mean having a resolution plan, thorough 
preparation and practice as a team in which every team member 
knows and stick to its role. Before entering into clarification & 
negotiation meetings also stakeholders & senior management 
must be aligned. 

Finally if claims cannot be resolved and settled in an amicable way 
between the parties then formal dispute resolution process has to 
be followed to resolve the claim. 
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Capital investment project realisation involves use of many 
suppliers and contractors, so a number of Variations and 
Claims are to be expected in relation to project size and 
complexity. Resolution of these Variations and Claims 
require various teams to resolve claims on a regular basis. 
The large claims can take a long time to analyse and 
negotiate. 

The 10 step process provides a structured approach to 
analysing and resolving claims. The basis for this 10 step 
process is good record keeping in order to conduct a 
proper assessment of the situation.  

The project & contract management team should spend a 
reasonably amount of time on claim resolution strategy 
and tactics development in order to establish a plan which 
is feasible and aligned with the project stakeholders. 

Once the resolution plan is approved then the team has to 
prepare for the analysis, clarification, negotiations and 
settlement. After the settlement both parties should re-
align their relationships and cooperation.  

If settlement of the claim is not feasible then the dispute 
resolution process as defined in the contract shall be 
followed which can be Alternative Dispute Resolution 
(ADR), arbitration or litigation process.


